3 Ways to Decorate with Yellow at Home
Zesty, energising and robust, yellow is the versatile, happy-go-lucky colour that easily brightens up
home décor. Go for bold this season by opting for a warm yellow shade that is in line with the
deep, rich jewel tones that are trending for Autumn 2019.
Take a cue from Rebecca Snowden, Interior Style Advisor at Furniture Choice, who shares 3 ways
to decorate with yellow at home.
1. Make a statement with a yellow and grey feature wall

Mission Black Leather 2 Seater Sofa - £349.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk
Take on this trend in the living room with bold colour blocked yellow and grey walls.
While these two contrasting shades balance each other out, this is nonetheless a daring look
that works best alongside strong modern pieces with clean, simple elements. When done right,
yellow adds a sunny burst to the room while grey’s warm, neutral tone is a calming,
sophisticated presence to the space.
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“A yellow and grey feature wall is a refreshing choice for the living room as it provides a healthy
dose of colour in colder months,” Rebecca explains. “Opt for a light shade of grey such as dove
grey as it will bring out the bright and airy qualities of yellow.”
“Take the opportunity to also colour block in small doses, with yellow plant pots, vases, rugs and
cushions. This ties the room together for a cohesive look.”

2. Use pops of yellow in a home office to boost creativity

Milton Dining Table Light 120cm - £149.99-  w
 ww.furniturechoice.co.uk
For a more subtle approach that doesn’t entail painting the walls, look at incorporating pops of
sunny yellow in other parts of the home such as the home office. As a colour that inspires
creativity and represents optimism, the addition of yellow to the study may just help get the
creative juices flowing.
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“Introducing bright yellow hues such as lemon or canary to your home office can easily be done
without requiring a huge overhaul,” Rebecca says. “A simple wooden chair in yellow is an
instant way to uplift a workspace with this cheerful, stimulating colour. The welcoming effect
when paired with oak furniture can be further emphasised with other pops of yellow such as
artwork and accessories that make the room feel more energised and dynamic.”

3.

Accent with trendy yellow tones in the dining room

Wiltshire Dark Wood Dining Table with 4 Bewley Oatmeal Chairs - £549.99 www.furniturechoice.co.uk
Yellow also works beautifully in the dining room, lending warmth and cheer to the heart of the
home. Pick a deep yellow shade like mustard, honey or butterscotch; these darker yellow
accents are set to be a major colour trend for Autumn 2019 and bring a fresh, vibrant twist to
neutral palettes.
“Small pops of yellow can really add personality and bring life to a dining space,” Rebecca
explains. “Look for accessories like cups and plates in a rich, golden butterscotch yellow for a
splash of colour, and fill a cheerful yellow vase with fresh flowers to create an inviting
atmosphere.”
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ENDS
If you need more inspiration, read our article 8 Chic Ways to Decorate with Yellow.
For hi-res images or media enquiries, please email press@furniturechoice.co.uk or call Amthal
Karim (0333 015 0000, ext: 224) or Rebecca Snowden (ext: 225).
About Furniture Choice:
Founded in 2005, FurnitureChoice.co.uk is an independent furniture retailer. The company
combines a deep knowledge of contemporary furniture manufacturing with first-class
e-commerce expertise.
With a dedicated UK call-centre and an experienced quality control team in Asia, Furniture
Choice is able to offer customers the greatest variety of high quality contemporary furniture and
best-in-class customer service, backed-up with fast, free delivery and returns. To find out more
visit h
 ttp://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/about-us/.
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